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PART 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PREFACE

TESTING GROUP NOTE: For the TESTING GROUP on IDMForums, the LOUDNESS CALCULATOR is preloaded
with a song’s data. This was done just to show what to expect. It is not there to be used. The data will be replaced by your
own captured data.

For the TESTING GROUP, all tabs have been left open, as well as the ADVANCED USER SETTINGS. This is so that
you can examine how everything works. Normally, only the GREEN and BLUE tabs would be left open.

Some savvy excel users may notice references to Orban 2.0 hidden away in some formulas, and may notice a hidden tab
of the same name. This can be ignored. It was from a previous variation when Orban did not have 2.9 support for MAC, but
this has stopped being a problem. Due to the nested nature of that support, it was easier for the time-being to just hide the
2.0 material until I get time to redo the calculations without 2.0 referenced and then just remove the extra tab.

You guys can also feel free to skip the EXPLANATION if you want. It’s not technically required, but I do feel that it
helps understand how to approach using this calculator and understanding the results that you get.

1.2 EXPLANATION

The general design philosophy of this calculator should be noted. The “Loudness War” has produced a
wealth of variations of how to approach the issue of sound and the perception of it in regards to loudness.
Currently, the standard approach for services is to use a variation of the BS. 1770 standard and then regulate
audio to a range by either clipping the area that surpasses the peak threshold, or compress the sound further
so that it fits within the range.
Flipping around to production, mixing and mastering is currently dominantly focused on making music loud
before considering the work completed. The usual approach to this is to compress the audio down, raise the
level up, and remove as many variations of peak to average as possible so that a loud sound can be tucked
inside of a tunnel just below the maximum thresholds for peaks without hitting over that range. The com-
pression, then, makes it easier to avoid those over peaking moments, while still maintaining a very loud sound.

This is fine for general fare fidelity, but if you’re looking for high fidelity sound, this doesn’t really deliver.
You definitely get the meat and potatoes of the sound, but you’ll miss a lot of the trimmings and seasonings
that the artist put in there.
Dynamic Range helps quite a lot, because at least then you’re looking at balancing a good Peak to Average
distance to a maximum average volume; in theory, avoiding compressing too much to the point that the
difference between the soft and loud parts are lost (e.g. a loud part preceded by a quite part would lose its
punch if the song is overly compressed).
However, there is another attribute to sound that I don’t think is often attended to. The frequency bandwidth
profile. Many mastering services will just cut a song off at around the 18 to 19 KHz range, meanwhile, head-
phones and speakers bother to be manufactured all the way out to 24 KHz range. Human hearing typically
reaches up to 20 KHz range, so it can be thought of that we simply don’t need anything beyond that, and that
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the stuff up there is likely just a bunch of sound that will get int the way of the lower frequency ranges’ clarity.

This is where I tend to disagree. Even if we typically cannot directly hear these ranges, they definitely
have an effect, otherwise, there would be no noticeable difference between a pair of headphones that has a
top end of 22 KHz and another with a top end of 24 KHz.
When the smaller range is put on, the sound is perceived as being more middle-tone heavy, while the larger
range will typically be perceived as being brighter and more airy.
If you clip the sound down, compress the sound, and increase the level, yes...it will seem very much more
loud. However, it will also seem very artificially dryer than the full range. Especially if the artist used a
fuller range. The fuller range sound also has more power in it if by that we mean, more elements to listen to.
The downside of wider frequency ranged sound is that it tends to have more widely varying Peaks to Averages.

This means that you lose most of this type of sound’s fidelity the more that you compress it. Further, and
here we get to the point of this calculator, if you place the wider ranged song next to a clipped, compressed,
and increased song, it will seem very much quieter by comparison when played one right after the other -
even if you used LKFS and DNR approaches. However, if you turned DOWN the more clipped, compressed
and increased song to the wider ranged song’s relative loudness level, suddenly the clipped, compressed, and
increased song would seem quieter than the wider ranged song.

This calculator, then, ambitions to solve this issue by finding a way to preserve the full bandwidth range
of wider songs while not losing too much power of the less wide songs played around it by calculating a
balance that both are moved by and adjusted to.
The result is that two differently ranged songs, in this calculator, will have different LUFS/LKFS settings
to attempt to appear to be of the same sound; as opposed to aiming to fit both into the same loud pocketed
tunnel close to the top end.

As such, this calculator doesn’t actually attempt to make anything sound loud. It only aims to have two
or more songs sound even with respect to each other. The loudness of the set of songs is entirely up to the
user and adjustable. If the user wants very loud sound, so be it. If the user wants softer sound, so be it.
The power is entirely in the hands of the user as to how loud something is.

It can be helpful to think of this calculator like faders on a mixing board, where each fader is a different
song. If you pull everything down, and then bring one song up to a spot, and then bring other song faders
up to spots so that they seem as loud as the first song, and THEN you lock and move all faders together up
or down together while holding their relative positions to each other, then you would have a metaphorically
good analog of what this calculator does.
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PART 2

INSTRUCTIONS

2.1 ORBAN & AUDACITY SET UP & USE

2.1.1 Orban Loudness Meter Install & Set Up

Download the Orban Loudness Meter (make sure it’s 2.9 or later), because this excel sheet uses that tool’s
logged data.
Link: https://www.orban.com/meter/
First thing is flip to the SETTINGS tab:

1. I suggest having Autostart under STARTUP set to OFF just because it’s safer.

2. Make sure your audio device shows up, and is selected (usually speakers/headphones is sufficient).

3. Ensure DISPLAY has METER SCALE set to ABSOLUTE and METER RANGE set to EBU +18
Scale.

4. CBS Loudness is not used, so it doesn’t matter.

5. Ensure that ITU BS.1770 has the TYPE set to BS.1770-2+ (this is the current standard), and that
INTEGRATION TIME is set to 1.0 SEC (lowest setting), and LRA Integration Time is set to 30 SEC
(lowest setting).

6. PPM and VU aren’t important for what we’re using this for.

7. Set the AUDIO MONITOR LOG FILE to 1 sec (lowest setting).

8. Expand the ANALYSIS section and make sure the FOLDER points to where you want the logs to
dump.

9. The Loudness Alarm Level and Peak Alarm Level don’t matter.

10. Your choice on whether to have FOLDER WATCH on/off (mine’s set to off).

2.1.2 Orban Loudness Meter Calibration

Here’s a sample test tone at 1khz -12 LKFS.
Link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/7ompnjf9oqn8b9q/1kHz%20Sine%20Wave%20Test%20Tone%20Signal%20at%20-
12%20LUFS-LKFS.mp3

You’ll need that to calibrate your audio output (not your PC’s master audio level, but whatever you’re
playing audio out of that you want to monitor. . . windows media player, itunes, etc. . . ).

The way you do the calibration is:
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1. Note: you do NOT need to hear this playing. The safest way for doing this is to plug headphones in
and NOT put them on your head (the tone may be piercing at times as you balance).

2. Make sure your WRITE TO LOG FILE option is turned OFF during calibration!

3. PRESS THE POWER BUTTON just to the left of WRITE TO LOG FILE at the bottom.

4. PLAY THE TEST TONE in your choice of playback software.

5. MOVE THE LEVEL (either in the software, or in the MS Windows mixer) until the Orban’s LKFS
meter (roughly mid-way down on the right on the METERS tab) reads -12. . . ish (don’t worry if it’s
off by 0.X too much.

6. Take that same test tone and LOAD it into the ANALYSIS tab and wait for it to analyze the tone’s
BS. 1770 Integrated Loudness (should be around -12.1 or so).

7. Note the difference between that value and the value that you achieved with your manual level balanc-
ing. Write it down somewhere because that will be used to maintain a balance of this rather manual
method to the more automated tools (because you fiddling with dials will never exactly hit dead-on
with automated scanners).

8. NOTE: This calibration should be done for EACH SESSION you do. It is more than likely that you will
have moved your media player audio levels around between sessions, which will augment the balance.

2.1.3 Orban Capture

When you are ready to log data, you will:

1. Select the WRITE TO LOG FILE option at the bottom on the Meters Tab to ensure that the Write
to Log File is turned ON.

2. PRESS THE POWER BUTTON just to the left of it to turn the Orban ON.

3. PLAY THE SONG from your choice of media software.

2.1.4 Audacity Install & Set Up

If you do not have Audacity already, download Audacity from:
Link: https://www.audacityteam.org/download/windows/

1. Open any audio file.

2. Click ANALYZE > PLOT SPECTRUM

3. Ensure the following:

(a) Algorithm: Spectrum

(b) Function: Hanning Window

(c) Size: 512

(d) Axis: Linear Frequency

2.1.5 Audacity Capture

1. Open the song into Audacity.

2. Click ANALYZE (ensure correct settings).

3. Click EXPORT (name and save file as desired).
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2.2 LOUDNESS CALCULATOR

2.2.1 Installation

The Loudness Calculator can be downloaded from:
Link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/wsg0vecvy480cij/Loudness%20Calculator%202.1.xlsx

2.2.2 Inserting Orban & Audacity Data

Orban

1. Open the excel csv file where you told Orban to store the log file.

2. The file will look like the following: Log 6 Feb 2019 21.54.49.csv

3. Copy only the data from ROW 20 down (until the data’s end) from COLUMN A through P.

4. Paste this data into the LOUDNESS CALCULATOR on the ORBAN 2.9 DATA INPUT tab starting
on ROW 1 COLUMN A.

Audacity

1. Open the .txt file where you saved it from the Audacity export.

2. Copy all contents of the file.

3. Paste the data into the LOUDNESS CALCULATOR on the AUDACITY DATA INPUT tab starting
on ROW 1 COLUMN A.

Main Tab

Now that you have the data inserted, flip to the MAIN tab.

1. On the USER SETTINGS section, under the ORBAN CORRECTION, enter the ERROR AMOUNT
that you took note of back when you CALIBRATED the ORBAN back at ORBAN LOUDNESS
METER CALIBRATION step 7.

2. On the USER SETTINGS section, under the POST CALCULATION ADJUSTMENTS click on the
dB INCREASE SETTING and set it, for now, to SUPPLY RAW.

3. Click on the LIMIT AVERAGE PEAKS TO and set it, for now, to NONE.

2.2.3 Reading the Results

At this point, you will now see data loaded up.

Raw Valuees From Data

On the left in BLUE, you will see the RAW VALUES FROM DATA. This section simply reports what
the raw values of the data are like most meters do.
One notable difference, however, is that this readout favors AVERAGE PEAKS over MAX PEAK. Even
the DNR is not computed the typical way. The standard way is to take the MAX PEAK to the AVERAGE
LKFS as the DNR. Instead, this calculates the DNR by taking the PEAK and LKFS from each sample
moment, calculating the DNR for that exact moment, summing all sample moment DNRs and producing an
AVERAGE DNR.
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The reason that I do this is because a single moment with a MAX PEAK compared to the AVERAGE
LKFS may or may not actually be typically representative of the rest of the song. In some songs, there
may be a single moment that is radically louder than the rest of the song. Giving that song credit for that
massive difference is, in my opinion, a tad misleading. It is more representative to count the DNR moment
to moment and produce an average.

Average LKFS, Average Peak, Average DNR, and the Peak Monitor are self-explanatory. However,
to understand LKFS Correction, Bandwidth, AFB, and AFB Correction, you will need to consult the
CALCULATIONS, and AUDACITY CALCULATOR and/or the MATH section at the end of this manual
for a detailed understanding.
The short answers are:

1. LKFS Correction is an amount that will be used to equalize because of the LKFS and DNR values
found.

2. AFB means Average Frequency dB Band. This is a measure of the average dB range for the frequencies.

3. AFB Correction is the amount that will used to equalize because of the Bandwidth considerations (see
MATH, or CALCULATIONS and AUDACITY CALCULATOR)

This raw data is then passed over to the next section, OUTPUT.

Output

On the right you will see the OUTPUT. This section is divided into two subsections: EQUALIZED OUT-
PUT & ADJUSTED OUTPUT.

EQUALIZED OUTPUT shows the data from the RAW VALUES FROM DATA after being EQUALIZED
(see the CALCULATIONS, CALCULATORS, or MATH section for details on the equalization).
A brief explanation is that everything is dropped down by the values listed in the ADVANCED USER SET-
TINGS through the employment of the LKFS Correction, and the AFB Correction.

The ADJUSTED OUTPUT section takes the EQUALIZED OUTPUT, passes it through the USER SET-
TINGS CALCULATION ADJUSTMENTS, and increases and limits according to the settings that you
choose.

2.3 USER SETTINGS: HOW TO USE

The way to use the USER SETTINGS is to firstly set the dB INCREASE SETTING to some pick (note
that the ADJUSTED OUTPUT will now change).

You can also set the LIMIT AVERAGE PEAKS TO so that you can see what a limiter or compressor
will do to your DNR after you increase the the dB. Ultimately, you’ll most typically want to maintain as
much of your original DNR as possible while getting as loud as you can.
If you see your DNR squishing, then you’re probably pushing up the level a bit much (but, ultimately, it’s
up to you).

IMPORTANT: When you set the dB INCREASE SETTING, you MUST keep it the same for EVERY
SONG that you compare with the intention of them being balanced together.

2.4 dB LEVEL ADJUSTMENT AMOUNT

Finally, this section tells you how much to move this song up or down by.
Keep in mind that it is important that for this level to work well, the same dB INCREASE SETTING must
be used for each song that is supposed to be balanced together.
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PART 3

MATH

3.1 TERMS

A = Comparison/Threshold
B = Lk = BS. 1770 Integrated Loudness inLUFS/LKFS
C = Peak
D = DNR = DynamicRange
E = ALk

= Comparison LUFS/LKFS Level = -23
F = ADNR = Comparison DNR = 18
G = f = Frequency
H = fdBµ = Average dB of frequencies
I = Level in LUFS/LKFS
J = Level in dB (current unused)
K = Bandwidth
L = Average Frequency Bandwidth per Frequency dB Range
AFB = Average Frequency dB Band (e.g. range)
µ = Average of a given value
σ = Standard deviation of a given value

3.2 EQUATIONS

Dµ =
D1 = (C1 − I1) +D2 = (C2 − I2) + ...Dn = (Cn − In)

n
(3.1)

Average DNR of Sample, where n is the number of sample points.

Bµ =
I1 + I2 + ...In

n
(3.2)

Average LKFS of Sample, where n is the number of sample points.

LKFScorrection =

((
Bµ − E

4

)(
F −Dµ

4

))
(3.3)

Final LKFS Correction

LKFScalibration = Bµ − LKFScorrection (3.4)

Final LKFS Calibration
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K = Gmax −Gmin (3.5)

Bandwidth of Sample

AFB = -1 ((H − σH)− (H + σH)) (3.6)

The Average Frequency dB Band.

L =
K

AFB
(3.7)

Average Frequency Bandwidth per 1 point of Frequency dB Range.

M = LD (3.8)

DNR Influenced L

AFBcorrection =
M

1, 000π
(3.9)

Final AFB Correction after scaling back from DNR influence

Final Equalized Level = LKFScalibration − AFBcorrection (3.10)

At this stage, the audio will be typically far too low for distribution.

Final Level = Final Equalized Level + Selected User Output Gain (3.11)

During this stage, the audio is turned up to a satisfactory level.

The same level must be used by all samples which are to be balanced to each other.
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